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Musicians
Art Azolos  Percussion
Chris Church  Fiddle
Pol Coussee  Alto, Flute
Al Cross  Drums
Steve Lucas  Bass
Gord Meyers  Trombone
Shawn Moody  Trumpet
Kim Ratcliffe  Guitar
Tom Skublits  Clarinet, Tenor Sax
CAST
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Trevor Hayes
Patricia Lackey
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Stage Manager .................................................................Michelle Bailey
Assistant Stage Managers ..................................................Stephanie Boudreau, Daniel Vasey
Audio Crew ......................................................Marie Fewer, Craig Goddard, Andrew Hillman, Jeff Moss
Carpentry Crew .....................................................Shannon Handley, Jeff Mann, Stephanie Milic,
                                          Dan Smurlick, Christine Tetlock
Head Electrician ..................................................................................Myron Jurychuk
Lighting Crew ........................................Barry Armstrong, Michael Bath, Dan Chapeski, Amanda Fleet,
                                          Andrew Rosenfarb, Justin Schaefer, John-Paul Sproule
Production Assistants ..................................................Ashley Ireland, Ben Malone
Properties Crew ......................................Lindzi Armstrong, Mar Langtry, Ryan Quinlan, Thomas Sadowski,
                                          Sarah Tomlin, Heather Watt, Daniel Widdis
Scenic Paint Crew ........................................Adele Abrams, Troy Franklin, Laura Haase, Richard Hogan,
                                          Alexis How, Jocelyn Johnston, Samantha Rolfe, Jaclyn Wilcox
Wardrobe Crew .............................................Sherissa Arnold, Jennifer Burton, Vanessa Janiszewski,
                                          Byrnn McCarron, Drew Mutton, Bradford Nowak, Danny O’Kane,
                                          Elissa Patterson, Adrienne Van Dyk

RUNNING CREW

Live Audio Mix ..................................................................................Jeff Moss
Lighting Board Operator ..................................................................Dan Chapeski
Audio Operator ...................................................................................Richard Hogan
Deck Audio ..................................................................................Troy Franklin, Jocelyn Johnston
Deck Electrician .................................................................................John-Paul Sproule
Stage Hand .........................................................................................Sarah Tomlin
Followspots ...............................................................................Michael Bath, Amanda Fleet
Dressers ..............................................................................................Sherissa Arnold, Jennifer Burton

Special Thanks
Jane Gardner & Theatre Ontario, Stratford Festival

Theatre Sheridan would like to acknowledge the generous support of Great-West Life and London Life as our 2003/2004 season corporate sponsor.
DIRECTOR’S NOTES

It is my privilege to work on *Catch a Rising Star 2004*. This show is a collection of 3rd year Commercial Performance Critiques and 2nd year Dance Critiques. For these critiques, students have the opportunity to create a showcase for themselves, singing and dancing to music that inspires them. Every year the quality of these performances is outstanding and tonight we present a sample of the enormous talent here at Sheridan College. How often do you hear at work “I want to do more” or “I’ll do it”? For the last four weeks I have heard those comments time and time again. The enthusiasm and work ethic of these students is inspiring. As a team, we have practiced day and night to put this show together for you, and we hope you enjoy watching it as much as we have enjoyed putting it all together.

Special thanks to Greg for the opportunity, Rod for the inspiration, David Juby who never fails to create the most amazing sets and costumes, an amazing production team – Martin, Adam & Nick, a terrific (and slightly wry) Stage Management team – Michelle, Dan & Stephanie, and finally to my partner in crime on this project, Alan Poaps, whose musical genius and phenomenal recordings you are hearing tonight.

*Enjoy!*

Stephen Greig
CAST A RISING STAR — MUSICAL NUMBERS

Cast in order of appearance

Act I
You Can’t Stop the Beat ................................................................. Full Company
Da Doo Ron Ron ................................................................. Sarah Sheps with Trevor Campbell, Byron Flores, Trevor Hayes
Sucker punch ................................................................. Jeff Ash with Danielle Getz, Dylan Maher, Jennifer Walls
Munah Munah ................................................................. Callandra Dendias with Tanya Columbus
Keep Me Hangin’ On ................................................................. Allison Toffan with Laska Sawade,
                                                   Allisson McCaughey, Shawna Van Ommme
Nothing Else Matters ................................................................. Lindsey Frazier with Kyle Golemba
Where Did You Sleep Last Night ........................................................ Sara Alexander
Kiss ......................................... Allison McCaughey with (Singers) Jeff Ash, Rochelle Kives, Tetiana Ostapowych,
                                      (Dancers) Laska Sawade, Allison Toffan, Kyle Golemba, Matthew Landon
Sex Bomb ................................................................. Byron Flores with Laura Bonesteel, Adele Campbell,
                                                          Trevor Campbell, Ashley Carter, Krista Gallagher, Erin Lemieux,
                                                          Jonathan Muzlera, Erin Pim, Janna Polzin, Jennifer Walls
I Don’t Wanna Wait ................................................................. Patricia Lackey with Allison McCaughey, Laska Sawade
Goody Goody ................................................................. Shawna Van Ommme with Melanie O’Brien, Allison Toffan
Angels in the Matrix ................................................................. Adele Campbell with Laura Bonesteel,
                                                            Trevor Campbell, Ashley Carter, Callandra Dendias, Danielle Getz,
                                                            Trevor Hayes, Zac Hutton, Matthew Landon, Allison McCaughey, Dylan Maher,
                                                            Andrew McGillivary, Jonathan Muzlera, Melanie O’Brien, Erin Pim, Laska Sawade
Spawn ................................................................. Genevieve Boudreau with Rochelle Kives
Imagination ................................................................. Tetiana Ostapowych with Jeff Ash, Trevor Campbell, Byron Flores,
                                                    Zac Hutton, Jonathan Mailman, Scott Turner
Act II

Alegria .........................(Singers) Genevieve Boudreau, Trevor Campbell, Zac Hutton, Rochelle Kives, Tetiana Ostapowych, (Dancers) Sara Alexander, Jeff Ash, Laura Bonesteel, Ashley Carter, Callandra Dendias, Byron Flores, Lindsey Frazier, Kyle Golemba, Trevor Hayes, Matthew Landon, Dylan Maher, Allison McCaughey

Getting Over You ............................................................ Jeff Ash and Tetiana Ostapowych with Patricia Lackey, Trevor Campbell, Erin Lemieux, Jennifer Walls

Beautiful.................. Rochelle Kives with Allison McCaughey, Laska Sawade, Jennifer Walls

Mari Mac .................. Dylan Maher with Jeff Ash, Sara Alexander, Scott Turner

Hard to Handle .................. Matthew Landon with Genevieve Boudreau, Adele Campbell, Ashley Carter, Danielle Getz

Temptation .......................... Kyle Golemba with Trevor Hayes, Lindsey Frazier

I'm Gonna Fly .......................... Scott Turner with Jeff Ash, Dylan Maher

Genevieve Boudreau, Tetiana Ostapowych

The Wolf’s Revenge .......... Janna Polzin with Trevor Hayes, Zac Hutton, Andrew McGillivary

I Want You to Want Me .................. Laska Sawade with Sara Alexander, Rochelle Kives, Allison McCaughey, Allison Toffan

Icarus .................................. Trevor Hayes with Laura Bonesteel, Byron Flores, Kyle Golemba, Erin Lemieux, Erin Pim

The War of 1812 .................. Jonathan Mailman with (Singers) Jeff Ash, Dylan Maher, (Dancers) Sara Alexander, Genevieve Boudreau, Allison McCaughey, Laska Sawade, Scott Turner, Shawna Van Omme

Gloria Estefan Medley ....................... (Featured Singers) Callandra Dendias, Daniel Lasby, Allison McCaughey, Andrew McGillivary, Tetiana Ostapowych, Jennifer Walls, (Back Up Singers) Krista Gallagher, Trevor Hayes, Patricia Lackey, Erin Lemieux, Colleen Sheehan, Sarah Sheps, Scott Turner (Dancers) Full Company

Hosts ......................................................... Allison Toffan & Laska Sawade

We would like to welcome the following new Friends of Theatre Sheridan: Marion Abbott’s Performing Arts Studio, Joanne Emerson and Mr. Brian James in Leading Roles and Mrs. Yvonne Iten-Scott and Mr. William Scott in an Ensemble Role. Thank you for your generous donations.